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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a paradigm for allowing subjects to
configure a user interface for multi-robot manipulation tasks.
Multi-robot manipulation tasks can be complicated, due to
the need for tight temporal coupling between the robots.
However, this is an ideal scenario for human-agent-robot
teams, since performing all of the manipulation aspects of
the task autonomously is not feasible without additional
sensors. In the best case, humans perform the delicate
manipulation sections of the task, robots autonomously
execute the repetitive driving, and the agents supporting
the coordination through shared information propagation.
Though the task itself is complicated, it is imperative
that the user interface not be unreasonably complex. To
ameliorate this problem, we introduce a macro acquisition
system for learning combined manipulation/driving tasks.
Learning takes place within this social setting; the human
demonstrates the task to the single robot, but the robot
uses an internal teamwork model to modify the macro to
account for the actions of the second robot during execution.
This allows the same macro to be useful in a variety of
cooperative situations. In this paper, we show that our
system is highly effective at empowering human-agent-robot
teams within a household multi-robot manipulation setting
and is rated favorably over a non-configurable user interface
by a significant portion of the users.
Keywords: human-robot interaction, multi-robot manipulation, learning by demonstration

1.

Introduction

Human-agent-robot teams [15] fill an important niche in
robotics since they can accomplish tasks that robots cannot
complete autonomously, forming a team unit that is greater
than the sum of the parts. Ideally the human users focus on
the difficult cognitive and perceptual tasks, the robots manage the planning and execution of repetitive physical tasks,
while the agents handle the most cumbersome information
processing tasks. At the core of designing an effective social
system that includes human, agent, and robot teammates
is the question of communication between the biological
and synthetic entities—how to create a user interface that
empowers rather than hinders teamwork and social learning?
Here we focus on the problem of multi-robot manipulation; the human user guides a team of robots to lift and
clear clutter in a household environment. Since some of
the objects are too large to be raised by a single robot, the

Figure 1. Two HU-IE robots cooperating together to clear the
environment of objects and deposit them in the goal location.

robots must work together in tight temporal coordination to
lift and transport the clutter to the goal area. Coordination
failure leads to dropped objects and slow task completion
times. The users must also effectively control the multiple
degrees of freedom that the robot offers (wheelbase, arm,
and claw). The human user brings the critical capabilities
of perception and grasp planning to the system. With only
limited sensor information, the humans are able to identify
the objects (which can be hard, soft, or irregularly shaped)
and rapidly determine where the robot should grasp an
object. Figure 1 shows our robots manipulating different
objects in close proximity, clearing obstacles in parallel.
In this paper, we address the general question of structuring the human-agent-robot interactions—how to design an
interface that utilizes the humans’ perceptual and cognitive
abilities without frustrating the user? Our belief is that
the system must respect the humans’ individual differences,
and give the users the flexibility to identify which task
components should be performed autonomously. To do
this, we introduce a macro acquisition paradigm for learning
combined manipulation/driving tasks in a team setting.
In our multi-robot manipulation task, the user directs a
team of two mobile robots to lift objects using an arm and
gripper for transport to a goal location. The environment
contains a selection of two different objects, some of which
can be transported by a single robot and others that require
both robots to lift. Figure 2 shows a picture of the team
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Figure 2. Two HU-IE robots cooperate for bimanual manipulation.
One robot is teleoperated while the other moves autonomously to
mirror the user’s intentions. The user can seamlessly switch robots
during such maneuvers.

of robots cooperatively moving an object that cannot be
carried by a single robot.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses
the related work on human-robot interaction. Section 3 describes the design and implementation of our robot platform.
Section 4 outlines the configurable user interface. Section 5
discusses the macro acquisition method. Section 6 describes
the methodology employed in our user study. Section 7
presents a selection of results from our experiments. We
described related work on robot manipulation in Section 8,
and Section 9 concludes the paper.

2.

Human-Robot Interaction

Much of the work in human-robot interaction has centered on having the robots do more when the operator is
unavailable using approaches such as cognitive workload
modeling [8, 11] or adjustable autonomy [17, 16]. Yet
fundamentally, synthetic and biological entities have very
different capabilities that need to be respected during task
division. Collaborative control [9] intelligently utilizes these
differences by leveraging the user to perform perception and
cognition tasks, rather than merely involving the user in the
planning and command.
An alternative approach, espoused in this paper, is to
view creating human-agent-robot teams as a process of
coactive design, which was first introduced by Johnson et
al. [10]. Coactive design concentrates on understanding the
interdependence of joint activity and carries the expectation
that human and robot will function in close and continuous
interaction. Often how this interaction occurs is predetermined by the designer; however, in our system the user
interface is configurable, allowing the user’s understanding
of the task guide the periods of interdependence. To do this
we allow the user to identify common subtasks before the
actual task execution. Our intelligent user interface analyzes
these sections of the task and creates a task abstraction
for these activities. This task abstraction is then used 1)
to build macros using a simple programming by example

method and 2) to inform the system’s understanding of the
user’s autonomy preferences.
In a sense, this can be seen as a simple form of social
learning between humans and robots [6]; the human teaches
a single robot what to do, but during execution, the robot
must account for the actions of the second robot and the user
when performing the macro. To do this, the robot maintains
a mental model of its robot teammates and modifies the
macro to be useful in a team setting. Socially-guided
exploration has been utilized in robot learning systems, but
in that case the human partner provides social scaffolding
during the learning process to guide the robot’s actions
during the learning of a non-cooperative task [5].
Programming by example has been incorporated into a
variety of demonstrational user interface systems (see [12]
for an overview). In the simplest instantiation, macros
(sets of instructions) are recorded and replayed at the
user’s command without modification. To generalize the
macros to alternate situations, machine learning methods
such as supervised or inverse reinforcement learning can
be used to learn an abstraction over features or rewards.
Within robotics systems, learning by demonstration [3] or
apprenticeship learning [1] has been principally used as a
method to learn robotic controllers for high dimensional
action spaces or to bootstrap reinforcement learning. Our
work differs from conventional learning by demonstration
this in that the user remains continually involved in system
control during macro execution. The taskwork is learned
by the user through demonstration, and the teamwork
coordination model is preprogrammed. The users can
express their autonomy preferences through designating
sections of the taskwork to be automated and can opt
to either accept or reject the learned macro if the initial
demonstration does not match their expectations of the
learned system.

3.

HU-IE Robot Platform

Our robot, the Home and Urban Intelligent Explorer (HUIE), features a mobile base attached to a robotic arm and
gripper. It is designed to be able to retrieve light objects
in a household environment with either carpets or hard
floors. Our robot contains the following components: iRobot
Create, Charmed Labs’ Qwerk board, the arm from the NXT
2.0 Robotics Kit, a Logitech Communicate STX Webcam,
and Tetrix Robotics parts. The total cost per robot is
around US $900. Figure 3 shows the interactions between
the hardware components.
The HU-IE robot base consists of the following components:
Actuator: The iRobot Create has a differential drive that
allows left and right wheel speeds to be independently
specified.
IR Sensor: There is one IR sensor on the front left of the
robot that can be used to detect walls and other robots.
Objects do not always register on the IR sensor and
can only be reliably detected by the operator using the
camera.
Bump Sensor: The Create has a left and right bump
sensor that trigger during physical collisions.
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Figure 3. Overview of HU-IE hardware components

Cliff Sensor: The cliff sensor under the base of the robot
is used to detect whether the robot has been lifted
up and moved (e.g., between trials). In a household
environment, it would be used to detect proximity to
staircases.

Figure 4. HU-IE combines a mobile base (3 DOF) with a robot arm
(2 DOF) equipped with a gripper. This enables HU-IE to navigate
indoor environments and pick up small objects.

Ultrasonic Sensor: We use an ultrasonic sensor that is
mounted on the claw of the robot for grasp planning
to determine whether an object grip is likely to be
successful and to detect objects already grasped in the
claw.

and distance sensors on the robot, the human plays a critical
role in system operation at identifying where and how to
grasp objects. Without the human in the human-agentrobot team, it would be difficult to perform these operations
entirely autonomously due to the lack of a detailed depth
map. Figure 4 shows the complete robot system.

Accelerometer Sensor: The accelerometer sensor is mounted
on the arm of the HU-IE robot and is used to measure
the arm angle.

4.

Wheel Encoders: We rely on the Create’s high resolution
wheel encoders for all localization in the small enclosed
environment.
Webcam: A camera mounted on the robot arm presents a
first-person perspective to the user during teleoperation. The user can also access the feed from a ceiling
camera to obtain an overhead view of the workspace
and both robots.
Qwerk: The Qwerk board contains a 200 MHz ARM9 RISC
processor with MMU and hardware floating point units
running Linux 2.6. For our purposes it functions a
relay, forwarding sensor information from the Create
sensors and webcam to the user interface.
The arm on the HU-IE robot was created using the LEGO
NXT Robotic Kit. It is 1.2 feet long and extends 8 inches in
front of the robot. The arm is actuated using three motors,
can rotate 180◦ around the robot base and has an operating
range of -45◦ to 90◦ in elevation. At the end of the arm is a
four tong claw with rubber grips capable of grasping objects
sized for a human hand. Tetrix Robotic Metal parts are used
to bolt the arm to the iRobot Create. An NXT intelligent
brick, containing a 32-bit ARM7 microprocessor, functions
as the brain of the robotic arm. The NXT intelligent brick
connects all the sensors and actuators together. Commands
from the user interface are sent directly to the arm via
Bluetooth, bypassing the Qwerk board. The webcam is
mounted on the base of the HU-IE robot to enable the
operator to view the object from the arm’s perspective. It is
important to note that, due to the relatively limited camera

User Interface

The user views the environment and interacts with the
HU-IE robot team through our configurable user interface
(IAI: Intelligent Agent Interface). A rudimentary agent is
embedded within the user interface to support teamwork
by managing information propagation between the team
members; it governs the information that gets sent to
the robots and displayed on the user interface (Figure 5).
Additionally it contains a macro acquisition system that
allows the user to identify four key subtasks which are
abstracted and used to create robot behaviors which the
user can deploy during task execution. All commands to
the robots are issued through an Xbox 360 gamepad, using
a button to switch between robots.
In this paper, we present and evaluate the configurable
section of the user interface. The basic user interface
provides the user with two explicitly cooperative functions:
1) autonomous positioning of the second robot (locate
ally), and 2) a mirror mode in which the second robot
simultaneously executes a modified version of the commands
that the user has issued to the actively controlled robot.
When the user requests help to move a large object, these
cooperative functions enable the robot to autonomously
move to the appropriate location, cooperatively lift the
object, and drive in tandem to the goal. Robots have the
following built-in modes of operation:
Search: the robots wander the area searching for objects.
Help: a robot enters this mode if the human operator calls
for help using the gamepad or when the teleoperated
robot is near an object too large to be moved by an
individual robot.
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Figure 5.
The user interface is designed to enable the user to
seamlessly switch teleoperation between multiple robots. The IAI
supports a cooperative mode where the agent supports the user’s
active robot by mirroring its planned actions. The user views the
environment through an overhead camera and the robots’ webcams.

Pickup: the robot detects an object and requests that the
human teleoperate the arm.
Transport: the robot transports an object held by the
gripper to the goal. Path planning is performed using
A*.

Figure 6. The physical interface to the IAI is through a Xbox 360
gamepad from which the operator can select a robot, send it explicit
teleoperation commands, utilize built-in autonomous functions, and
create macros.

Figure 7. Example of the execution of a recorded macro using mirror
mode. Even though the macro was initially created using a single
robot demonstration, it is generalized for coordinated action.

Locate Ally: the unmanaged robot autonomously moves
to a position near the teleoperated robot.
Mirror: the robot mimics the commands executed by the
teleoperated robot. This is used to simultaneously lift
an object and transport it to the goal location.
Macro: This allows the user to designate a section of the
task to be logged for analysis.
Due to the ease of development and simulation, we
opted to use Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio 2008 R3
(MSRDS) to develop our robot control software. MSRDS
runs on the .NET framework which allows the use of
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 to design and develop robot
applications. The developer can use any of the programming
languages that are supported by the .NET framework; our
system was implemented in Visual C#.
The operator controls the robots using an Xbox 360
Gamepad controller (Figure 6) as follows. The trigger
buttons on the Xbox 360 controller are used to toggle
between the two robots and to activate the mirror mode in
the unmanaged robot. The A,B,X,Y buttons are used to
drive the mobile base. The right button halts the actively
managed robot. The left and right analog sticks control
the elevation and azimuth, respectively, of the robot arm.
The claw grip is controlled by the D-pad on the Xbox 360
controller. To execute a previously acquired macro the user
must press and hold the back button and then press one of
the A,B,X,Y buttons.

5.

Macro Acquisition

The most important aspect of the user interface is that it
empowers the user to designate sections of the task for the
robots to execute autonomously. The user might specify
sections for multiple reasons: 1) they occur frequently 2) are

Figure 8. State representation of a recorded macro

tedious to perform 3) need to occur while the user is busy
with other tasks, such as teleoperating the second robot.
To make the process of macro acquisition simpler, the user
initially performs a demonstration by teleoperating a single
robot. However, during the task, the macro is automatically
generalized to account for the execution state of the second
robot. The macro can also be propagated across both robots
by invoking the Mirror mode, without additional examples
(Figure 7).
During the macro acquisition phase, the robot’s state
space trajectory is recorded, paying special attention to
the initial and final states of the trajectory. The state
includes the following features in absolute coordinates:
drive start/end position, arm start/end, claw open/closed
(Figure 8). Additionally, the status of all of the key sensor
systems (cliff, wall, and bumper sensors) is logged. The
agent also notes the current location of known movable
objects in the environment and whether the user is teleoperating the second robot. The state space trajectory is then
used to create an abstract workflow of the task which can be
combined with the teamwork model and the path planner
to generalize to new situations. To build the workflow, the
state space trajectory is separated into drive, arm, and claw
segments. Adjacent drive and arm segments are merged to
form one long segment (Figure 9). The terminal position of
the robot is retained in both absolute coordinates and also
the relative position to the nearest object or robot.
After the macro acquisition phase, there is an acceptance
phase during which the operator is given a chance to verify
the macros’ performance. When the human operator is
satisfied that the macro was performed correctly then the
macro is accepted and mapped to one of the Xbox 360
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Figure 9. If the demonstration contains multiple short segments, the
abstract task representation is created through merging superfluous
segments.

Figure 10. Example abstract task representation for driving to the
goal

A,B,X,Y buttons. During the acceptance phase, the macro
is evaluated in multiple locations on the map and with the
HU-IE robot arm at different angles.
If the macro representation was not accepted by the
human operator, the system attempts to modify the macro
using a set of taskwork rules. For instance, during the initial
phase, it is assumed that the terminal positions are of key
importance and that the robot should use the path planner
to return to the same absolute position. In the second
demonstration, the system used the recorded sensor date
to identify the most salient object located near the terminal
position and return the robot to that area. If an object is
dropped during the acceptance phase, it is assumed that the
drop is the principal reason for the macro non-acceptance
and the macro is repeated using the same abstraction but
with minor modifications to its positioning relative to the
object using the ultrasonic sensor. For simplicity of user
interaction, macro acquisition is done by teleoperating a
single robot but during actual task execution many of the
macros are actually executed in mirror mode, using the preprogrammed teamwork model. One of the most common
macros developed by both expert and novice users was a
macro for driving the robot to the goal (Figure 10).

6.

Experiments

Our experiments were designed to evaluate the performance
and usability of the configurable interface on a variety of
measures. The users were asked to clear objects from a
cluttered household environment and transport them to a
goal area using two robots guided by the configurable user
interface. In total, the users interacted with the system for
an hour and a half under the following conditions:
Training: Each participant was given a ten minute training
session during which they were able to familiarize
themselves with the teleoperation controls and the
autonomous built-in modes. Subjects were encouraged
to practice picking up objects and transporting them
to a goal location.
Macro Acquisition: Each participant was allotted forty
minutes to create four macros and map them to
appropriate buttons. During the macro acquisition
phase, the subjects principally interacted with a single
robot. After creating each macro, they described the
macro on a worksheet.
Scenario 1: For the first task, the participant had to
use the two HU-IE robots to search the area and

Figure 11. Scenario 1 Layout: the two robots operate in an area of
6.30 × 6.40 and move small objects of different shapes from all piles
to the goal area. This scenario is highly parallelizable if the users
create the correct type of macros. Scenario 2 has a similar layout
but with piles of large objects that require bimanual manipulation.
Table 1. Demographics and experience level of the user-study
participants

Age
20–28
20

Gender
Male Female
10
10

PC Game Skill Level
Expert Mid Beginner
4
6
10

transport small objects (movable by a single robot)
to the appropriate goal. The environment contained
three piles with five round shaped objects (shown in
Figure 11).
Scenario 2: For the second task, the participants had to
use the two HU-IE robots to search the area and
transport awkward objects that required bimanual
manipulation to the appropriate goal. This scenario
contained three piles with large objects (boxes), arranged in a similar layout to Scenario 1. This was the
hardest condition and was always presented last.
Detailed logs were collected of the user’s entire interaction
with the system, and the users were asked to complete pre
and post test questionnaires. In total, twenty participants
completed the user study, and Table 1 summarizes the
demographics of the user group.

7.

Results

The main purpose was to evaluate the benefits of the
configurable human-robot interface and answer the following
questions:
1. what macros did users create and how were they used?
2. were there differences in the macro usage patterns in
single vs. bimanual manipulation?
3. did the users prefer the macros to the build-in system
functions? We also performed a post hoc within-user
comparison of the configurable user interface vs. a
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Figure 12. Timeline showing macro usage by an expert user in
Scenario 1. Ten macros were used in total during the fifteen minute
period. The set of macros included: 1) drive to pile, lift object, and
deliver to goal 2) lift object and deliver to goal 3) lift object 4) deliver
to goal.

Figure 13. Timeline showing macro usage by a novice user in
Scenario 1. Sixteen macros were used in total during the fifteen
minute period. The set of macros included: 1) drive to pile and lift
object 2) lift object and deliver to goal 3) lift object 4) deliver to
goal.

Figure 14. Histogram showing the time required the complete
Scenario 1 and 2. Most users were able to complete the Scenario 1
task in one third of the allotted time. Note that there is more variance
in the time required to complete the coordinated manipulation task
(Scenario 2), and two users were not able to complete it in the
allotted time.

non-configurable user interface designed for an earlier
study [2].
The macros created by users varied in length and complexity, with a general trend that game skill correlated with
shorter macros and longer periods of user teleoperation.
Figure 12 shows an example of the macro usage pattern
for an expert user performing Scenario 1. This can be
contrasted with the pattern of novice macro usage (Figure 13) that shows a heavier reliance on macros. Overall,
we found it encouraging that the configurable aspects of the
user interface were more heavily used by novice users.
Pick up and delivery macros were very common, with the
most frequently occurring macro being one for delivering
objects to the goal. Interestingly, the execution of this macro
was similar to the the built-in mode (Transport), but users
consistently trusted their own macro and preferred to use
it instead. It hints at the possibility that the process of
creating their own macro made the system less opaque and
more predictable to the user. From observation, we noted
that the users created macros to help them with parts of
the task that they struggled on during training; for instance,
users who experienced more failed pickups would often focus
on creating a good object pick up macro.
Many participants experienced some initial difficulty during the training period and first scenario in learning how to
lift objects with the arm. By the second scenario, most
users learned the knack of controlling the arm, resulting
in fewer object drops. Users experienced more problems
when using macros to pick up large objects that required
bimanual manipulation and tightly synchronized action from
both robots. This is reflected in the overall time required
to complete both scenarios; unsurprisingly users require
significantly more time to complete Scenario 2 than Scenario
1 (Figure 14).
During the experiments, we observed that users who used
between 5-10 macro commands performed the task faster
than the users who relied more on macros or were constantly
teleoperating the robot. Overall macro usage for both
scenarios is shown in Figure 15. In a post hoc comparison
to users from a previous study who used a non-configurable
version of the same user interface, macros appeared to

Figure 15. Histogram showing the macro usage by scenario.
Bimanual manipulation (Scenario 2) was more macro intensive.

Figure 16. Post hoc analysis comparing the configurable and nonconfigurable user interface. The y axis shows time required to
complete the scenario and the x axis the subject number. The
configurable user interface appears to confer a slight time advantage.
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Figure 17. Histogram of user ratings of the configurable user
interface on post-task questionnaires

confer a slight time advantage (Figure 16). The most
significant results were in the user rankings of the interface
which enthusiastically (70%) preferred the configurable user
interface; overall, the interface scored high ratings in the
post-questionnaire user ratings (Figure 17).

8.

Related Work

Augmenting the robots with manipulation capabilities dramatically increases the number of potential usage cases for a
human-agent-robot team. For instance, a number of USAR
(Urban Search and Rescue) systems have been demonstrated
that can map buildings and locate victims in areas of poor
visibility and rough terrain [19]. Adding manipulation
to the robots could enable them to move rubble, drop
items, and provide rudimentary medical assistance to the
victims. Effective human-robot interaction is an important
part of the challenge of building urban rescue systems since
full autonomy is often infeasible. The Robocup Rescue
competition has recently been extended to award points for
manipulation tasks.
Another Robocup competition, Robocup@Home [14] which
aims to develop domestic service robots, also includes
manipulation of household objects such as doors, kitchen
utensils, and glasses. A set of standardized tests is utilized to
evaluate the robot’s abilities and performance in a realistic
home environment setting. Our scenarios are designed to
simulate the problem of clearing clutter on the floor of a
household environment and depositing it into a collection
area. We only work with non-breakable items so the system
is tolerant to failed pickups.
Srinivasa et al. [18] have developed HERB, an autonomous
mobile manipulator that performs common household tasks.
HERB can search for objects, navigate disorderly indoor
scenes, perform vision-based object recognition, and execute
grasp planning tasks in cluttered environments. Although
lifting heavy objects is beyond the capabilities of several
small robots due to center of gravity considerations, tasks
such as clearing household clutter can benefit from the
combined efforts of multiple robots.
By giving every
robot manipulation capabilities, small tasks such as flipping
switches or opening doors can be performed in parallel.
Haptics can be a valuable tool for the human-robot
interaction of manipulation tasks, allowing the operator a
more immersive telepresence. Boompion and Sudsang [4]
presented a distributed formation control algorithm for a
robot team moving in a obstacle filled workspace. The

human operator used hand gestures to modify the group
formation control parameter using a hand glove. Although haptics can reduce the overall information processing
workload on the human user, we believe that they do
not much to increase the human’s cognitive understanding
of the taskwork and teamwork being performed by the
human-agent-robot system. In our system, the act of
teaching the robots appeared to imbue the users with
increased confidence in the system and improved the mutual
predictability between human and robot team members.
Our macro acquisition system extracts an abstract taskwork
representation from a single robot demonstration which is
then verified by the user during the macro evaluation phase.
Dang and Allen [7] proposed a technique to decompose a
demonstrated task into sequential manipulation tasks and
construct a task descriptor. One goal of this research was to
create a database of knowledge of how to manipulate every
day objects. Our taskwork abstraction is similar, but can
also be extended to the multi-robot manipulation problem.
There has been other work in learning team tasks by
demonstration for urban search and rescue that relied
on spatio-temporal clustering to segment robot behaviors [13]. Unlike our method, their system requires cooperative demonstrations to learn the team behaviors and
no attention was paid to user acceptance aspects of the
problem.

9.

Conclusion and Future Work

Adding a configurable user interface to a human-agentrobot team empowers the human operator to structure
his/her user experience by expressing task-specific preferences for the amount of interdependence vs. autonomy
between human and robot. This is consistent with the
coactive design model for human-agent-robot systems. From
a social learning perspective, teaching the system appears to
improve the users’ understanding of the system, in addition
to any actual improvements in overall task performance that
result from improved cooperation between human-agentrobot team members. In this paper we demonstrate a macro
acquisition system for learning autonomous robot behaviors
by example; by separating taskwork (which is demonstrated
by the user) and teamwork (which is modeled by the agent),
we can generalize single robot macros to multi-robot macros.
We plan to extend the teamwork model in the future by
having the system learn user-specific teamwork preferences
separately through demonstrations on a non-manipulation
task.
Here, we address the problem of multi-robot manipulation
in unstructured environments with limited sensors, which is
a relatively new and challenging problem which utilizes the
capabilities of all team members (human, agent, and robot)
to achieve complicated bimanual pickups. Users expressed
a significant preference for the configurable autonomy of
macros over the built-in autonomous functions, and gave
the user interface high overall ratings. In future work,
we plan to improve the grasp planning aspect of the user
interface by adding more visualization to aid the user in
evaluating different possibilities for gripping the object.
To do this requires better distance information about the
object’s position which can be done by in a low-cost manner
for small environments by augmenting the system with a
Kinect sensor for the room.
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